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Crown Lodge



Peacock Chairs
The perfect photo opportunity for you & your

guests, ideal for top table or for an outside
photo

£40.00 for the pair



Log Slices & 
Rustic Wooden Table Numbers

Create your own rustic centre pieces using our
log slices and wooden table numbers. 

Both available separately.
Log Slices: £3.00 each slice

Table Numbers: £10.00 full set 



Post Box &
Card Basket

Lockable Ivory Post Box: £25.00

Wicker Card Basket: £10.00



Crown Lodge 
Sweet Cart

Our Sweet Cart provides a sweet
treat to give all of your guests the
sugar rush they need to party the

night away. 

£50.00 for the cart only
OR 

£3.00pp to include sweets, scoops, jars & paper bags.

(minimum 40 guests)



Aluminium Milk Urns 
& Rustic Lanterns

£10.00 each

Planning on doing your own
flowers? 

Dreaming of tall dried grass
or funky foliage?

 Whether it's at the
entrance, outside the

Gazebo or part of your
photo booth setup, these
milk urns & lanterns are

perfect to hold your floral
creations.



Rustic Ladder

£10.00

This Rustic ladder can be used as
your table plan or equipped with
wooden pegs ready to show off  
all the wonderful memories that
have led up to your special day.
Alternatively, a beautiful way to

honour those who can't be here to
celebrate with you.



Turkish Rugs

£10.00 each

Full selection on the next page.

Add an eccentric flare
to your event with
our Boho Turkish

Rugs. 

Photos are taken from
our sister venue The

Secret Garden



Turkish Rugs

£10.00 each



Rustic Garden Games

£25.00 each or 3 for £60.00

Rustic wooden Garden Games
hand crafted locally for you to
enjoy on the lawns at Crown

Lodge.



Natural Confetti

£12.00 per litre
Our natural confetti is
created at our business
owners farm located 7.8
miles from our venue.

This is sold per litre which
we estimate is around 30

handful of confetti.



Macramé Arch Backdrop

£40.00

A natural coloured macramé arch backdrop. 
This is a beautiful background for your ceremony or photobooth set

up either inside the Lodge or outside on the lawn for photos.



Seating Plan Board

This beautiful wooden seating
plan board fits perfectly on our
wooden easel and is ready to go

with pegs and string, so you'll just
need to provide A5 Cards with

your guest's names for each table!

£10.00



Cheesecloth Table Runners

Available in Sage Green, Neutral Beige,  Mid Pink, and White - these
beautifully crinkled Cheesecloth Table Runners fall perfectly everytime.

Adding a pop of colour to your tables and tying together your colour
scheme, these are the perfect addition to our round or long tables. 

£3.50 each



Hessian Table Runners

£3.50 each

Get that rustic
vibe with our

natural hessian
table runners.

 Perfectly suited
to our long and
round tables. 

Photo taken at
our sister venue

The Secret
Garden



£30.00

Vintage Bicycle with
Chalkboard & Basket

Our newest piece in the collection is this Vintage Butcher’s Bike - all
set with a large basket which is perfect to hold flowers, cards & gifts,

favours - or anything you would like to add in!


